SUNDAY MAY 28
VISION FILMS AT ANTHOLOGY FILM ARCHIVES
3:45 GRENADA: THE FUTURE COMING TOWARDS US
5:30 ASHIMBA: A PORTRAIT OF COOPER-MOORE;
RISING TONES CROSS
8:30 DAVID S. WARE: A WORLD OF SOUND
THE BLACK PANTHERS: VANGUARD OF THE REVOLUTION

THURSDAY JUNE 1
CONFERENCE AT COLUMBIA UNIV.
9AM - 5PM
7:00 ODEAN POPE SAXOPHONE CHOIR
8:00 DACCOSTA JOHNSON / DULBERGER
8:30 DARIUS JONES & FARMERS BY NATURE
9:30 POET PAPOLETO MELENDEZ
10:00 ARTIFACTS TRIO
midnight AT NUBLU: ARUAN ORTIZ & DARIUS JONES

MONDAY MAY 29
CELEBRATING COOPER-MOORE LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT
6:30 OPENING INVOCATION
7:00 IN ORDER TO SURVIVE
8:00 DIGITAL PRIMITIVES
9:00 POET CARL HANCOCK RUX
9:45 BLACK HOST

FRIDAY JUNE 2
AFFW Parade in Wash. Sq Park
Video Art Projections – Bill Mazza
CHICAGO PLAN
JOE MCPHEE’S DREAM BOOK
POET FRED MOTEN
DAVE BURRELL QUARTET
BASSDRUMBONE
midnight AT NUBLU: VICTOR/MORRIS/NICHOLSON

TUESDAY MAY 30
YOSHII CHUMA SCHOOL OF HARD KNOCKS
THREE STORIES
JAZZ & POETRY CHOIR COLLECTIVE
TOMAS FUJIWARA DOUBLE TRIO
9:00
10:00 TRIO 3

SATURDAY JUNE 3
Video Art Projections – Bill Mazza
FORUM ON CREATING A JUST WORLD
POSITIVE KNOWLEDGE
MALABY / MANERI / LEVIN
IVO PERELMAN QUARTET
DAVID MURRAY TRIO
SINGERS FOR A FREE WORLD
midnight AT NUBLU: HEROES ARE GANG LEADERS

WEDNESDAY MAY 31
Video Art Projections – Kit Fitzgerald
VISIONARY YOUTH ORCHESTRA
6:00 DICKEY / MANERI / SHIPP
7:00 K.J. HOLMES / JEREMY CARLSTEDT
8:00 JASON KAO HWANG’S BURNING BRIDGE
9:40 TRACIE MORRIS
10:00 CHARLES GAYLE TRIO
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